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In this paper, we consider finite graphs G without loops or multiple edges. 
If both loops and multiple edges are allowed in G, we follow the terminology 
of [1] and call G a pseudograph. (In fact, we follow the terminology of [I] 
except for the terms “edge” and “vertex”.) 
Let G be a graph formed by a disjoint collection of cycles C (which we call 
distinguished cycles and are sketched in Fig. I as circles) each of whose 
vertices is joined to exactly one other by a path of length 2 (which we call 
distirzguishedpuths and whose single vertex of degree 2 is a large dot in Fig. 1.) 
The collection of all such graphs we call K. 
FIGURE 1. 
A path factor is a set of paths in G which terminate on the large dot 
vertices and meet each vertex of G exactly once. (The doubled lines are a 
path factor in Fig. 1.) 
THEOREM. Each G E K except GO (the vertex deleted subgraph of the 
Petersen graph sketched in Fig. 2) has a path factor. 
COROLLARY. Each G IZ K except GO is 3-edge-colorable. 
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FIGURE 2. 
Proof One simply alternates two of the colors along the paths of the 
path factor, and assigns the third color to the remaining edges of G. 
This corollary was announced in [2]. 
Our work was motivated by the well-known equivalence of the 4-color 
conjecture and 3-edge-colorability of all cubic 2-connected planar graphs 
(see, for example, [I, 31). 
We also have the following connection between path factors and Hamil- 
tonian cycles. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose G is a graph all of whose vertices have degree either 
2 or 3. Let t be the number of vertices of degree 2. 
(I) If t is odd, then G is a subgraph of a Hamiltonian cubic graph tfand 
only tf G has a path factor. 
(II) If t is even, then G is a subgraph of a Hamiltonian cubic graph $and 
only tf either G has a path factor or G has a Hamiltonian cycle. 
Proof The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
Proof of the theorem. First we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA. If G E K has only one distinguished cycle C, then either (i) G has 
two distinguished paths P and Q with endpoints u, v and x, y, respectively, 
which occur u, v, x, y in cyclic order around C (see Fig. 3); or (ii) each distin- 
guishedpath of G joins two diametrically opposing (in the cyclic order around C) 
vertices (as, for example, in G,,). 
Proof Again, the proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
Proof of theorem. We produce an algorithm which constructs the required 
path factor. To describe the algorithm, we first label the vertices of G and the 
distinguished cycles. 
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FIGURE 3. 
Labeling. Form a pseudograph r which has the cycles of G as vertices 
and the distinguished paths as edges, where a cycle C is joined to a cycle C’ 
by an edge in r for each distinguished path of length 2 joining a vertex of C 
to a vertex of C’ in I’ (here, C may equal C’). (Anotheriway to form r is to 
contract each distinguished cycle to a vertex and each distinguished path 
to an edge.)l We select a spanning tree Tin r and label some endpoint (and 
the corresponding cycle) C0 . We view the tree T as a partial order on the 
distinguished cycles with least element C,, and having the property that 
each element other than CD has a unique immediate predecessor; then we 
label the other cycles C1, Cz ,..., C% to respect this order. We label the 
vertices of Ci by x~,, , xi1 ,..., xikd in cyclic order around C . The label xi0 
(i > 0) is assigned to that vertex which is also on the distinguished path 
corresponding to the edge in T which joins Ci to its immediate predecessor; 
on C0 , xol is assigned to that vertex which is also on the distinguished path 
joined to xl0 (of course, xoo is assigned to one of the vertices adjacent to xoJ. 
(If there is no Cl, we discuss the assignment of xoo below.) The vertex of 
degree 2 adjacent to x~~ in G is labeled Zig and the distinguished path through 
Zig is labeled Pij (this labels each vertex of degree 2 and each distinguished 
path twice). 
Algorithm. The algorithm chooses two of the edges at each x.~~ to construct 
the path factor, proceeding in lexicographic order from one x~~ to the next, 
FIGURE 4. 
1 See Fig. 4 for the l’ formed from Fig. I. 
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in such a way as to never form a cycle. We always choose the edge xi,,+. 
NOW suppose we are at XQ with 0 < j < kg . If X+~Q has not been chosen, 
choose ZjfXiF and x~~x~~+~ . (It is convenient to think of the edges which are 
chosen as being directed.) Since we have not chosen any edges at X~~+~ until 
now, no cycle is formed. If x+~x~$ has been chosen, we must examine the 
cases which can occur for Zig: 
Case I. Pij joins Ci to a CL with 1 > i. 
(a) Ptj corresponds to an edge in T. 
(b) Pij does not correspond to an edge in T. 
Case 2. Pdj joins Ci t0 Cd . 
(a) Pij joins x~~ to x~~ with 2 > i. 
(b) Pij joins x~~ to x~~ with 1 < L 
Case 3. Pif joins Ci to CL with I < L 
General rules for choosing xijzii or x~~x{?+~ . In Case l(a), we choose xiizij . 
This forms no cycle since the other edge which contains Zig cannot have been 
chosen yet. In Cases 2(b) and 3, we choose X<+ij just in case Zig is not on a 
previously chosen edge. In all other cases, choose x~~x~~+~ . Note that if x6#zii 
is chosen, at this point, Zig is the endpoint of a path in the partially constructed 
path factor. 
Choice at xiki . If x~~+x~~~ has been chosen, choose xi/ctziki or xikixio 
according to the general rules above. If a cycle is formed when choosing 
xik,q, , it must be the whole cycle Ci since each time xiizif was chosen, Zig 
wai the endpoint of a path; Zig could cease to be an endpoint only if the other 
edge at Zig was chosen as the algorithm progressed from Xij to &Xki , which 
could happen only if Zig fell into Case 2(a), contradicting the general rules. 
If the whole cycle Ci has been chosen, we must make a correction. Consider 
Xik. 3 ho , xi1 * Instead of x+~.x~~ , choose xik,aik. and zgoxio . NOW a cycle is 
foimed only if we have previously chosen’ a ‘path starting with .zdk5 and 
ending with q. (disjoint from CJ. But then we do choose xiksxsO and do not 
choose xioxil , but instead choose xi,,ziO and xil.zil . No cycle can be formed 
since we could not have also chosen a path starting at z~,, and ending at zil 
disjoint from Ci . 
Whenever xitiZ+ki is chosen, also choose zioxiO . This choice forms a cycle 
only if a path xfoXfl ... x~~z~~ has been chosen whose endpoint Zig is zio . 
But if i > 0, Pto joins to Ci forj < i. If i = 0, the general rules for Case l(a) 
have forced the path ~~~~~~~~~ where P,,l is joined to Cd . (The case where there 
is no Cr is discussed below.) 
If x~~~+x~~~ has not been chosen, as above, take zi?$%$ and %k xi0 . This 
forms a cycle only if the path xi0 .** xijzi5 has been chosen whose endpoint Zig 
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is .%k. 2 which could happen only if .z~~ fell into Case 2(a), contradicting the 
geneial rules. 
The reader can easily verify that each Zig is on some chosen path, eventually, 
because of the general rules concerning Cases l(a), 2(b) and 3. 
7%e skgle cycle case. Suppose G has only one distinguished cycle CO . 
First we suppose G possesses two distinguished paths P and Q with endpoints 
u, v and x, y, respectively, which occur U, v, x, y in cyclic order around CO . 
Label y with x,, (the double subscripts are dropped here) and continue 
cychcly in the direction of U. Let z be the vertex of degree 2 on P. Now follow 
the algorithm just as in the multicycle case. As before, no cycles are formed 
unless in the multicycle case this was prevented by the rule for Case l(a) 
which does not apply here. We find that this can occur only if the cycle 
~0~0~1 *.. xzo is formed. But since uz was not chosen, the general rule for 
case 2(b) required the choice of vz at 21, a contradiction. Again, each Z~ is on 
some chosen path because of the general rule for Case 2(b). 
To complete the proof we must exhibit path factors for those single cycle 
cases which remain; by Lemma 1, these G have as their distinguished paths 
lS.3. 5. 42 even. 
FIG. 6. n/2 O&I, n/2 > 3. 
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x+~x~~~+~ for 0 c j < n/2. In fact, our algorithm provides path factors, but 
we exhibit path factors in Fisre 5 for n/2 even and in Fimre 6 for 42 odd. 
Of course G,, cannot even be 3-edge-colored. 
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